Our goal is to combine the rich multi-step inference of symbolic logical reasoning together with the generalization capabilities of vector embeddings and neural networks. We are particularly interested in complex reasoning about the entities and relations in knowledge bases. Recently Neelakantan et al. (2015) presented a compelling methodology using recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to compose the meaning of relations in a Horn clause consisting of a connected chain. However, this work has multiple weaknesses: it accounts for relations but not entities; it limits generalization by training many separate models; it does not combine evidence over multiple paths. In this paper we address all these weaknesses, making key strides towards our goal of rich logical reasoning with neural networks: our RNN leverages and jointly trains both relation and entity type embeddings, we train a single highcapacity RNN to compose Horn clause chains across all predicted relation types; we demonstrate that pooling evidence across multiple chains can dramatically improve both speed of training and final accuracy. We also explore multi-task training of entity and relation types. On a large dataset from ClueWeb and Freebase our approach provides a significant increase in mean average precision from 55.3% to 73.2%.
Introduction
As distributed representations and neural networks continue to provide dramatic new results, there is a rising interest in extending neural network to perform more complex reasoning, formerly addressed only by symbolic and logical reasoning systems.. To achieve this goal, a variety of techniques have been proposed to perform neural reasoning on sentences and knowledge bases (KBs). Bowman et al. (2014 ; propose methods for recognizing textual entailment, where the goal is to predict whether a pair of sentences are entailing, contradictory or neutral. Chains of Reasoning (Neelakantan et al., 2015) , Neural Programmer (Neelakantan et al., 2016) and Neural Theorem Provers (Rocktäschel and Riedel, 2016) learn to perform reasoning on using neural networks with minimal supervision about the underlying logical structure of the problem.
Knowledge Bases (KBs) are structured knowledge sources that support a wide variety of queries about entities and their relations. We focus on inference through arbitrary length horn clauses forming.
For example, we want to infer the relation LivesIn(Melinda Gates, Seattle) from the facts Chair(Melinda Gates, Gates Foundation) and HQIn(Gates Foundation, Seattle). In other words, we want a model that can learn to predict new relations between entity pairs using the paths connecting them. For example, LivesIn(A, B) is implied, with some probability, from Chair(A, X) and HQIn(X, B). This kind of reasoning would enable us to infer new or missing facts from the graph of connected relations and entities (KBs are usually incomplete (Min et al., 2013) ). Early work extracts purely symbolic rules. For example, Schoenmackers et al. (2010) learn inference chain rules by exhaustively exploring relational paths of increasing length, and select those with high accuracy. (A "path" is a sequence of triples in which the second entity of each triple Figure 1 : The two paths between entity pairs (JFK, NY) and (Yankee Stadium, NY) consist of the same relations and, hence a model, which only considers relations in the path & ignores the knowledge of entities will assign same score to the query (Airport-ServesPlace), without considering that Yankee Stadium is not an airport.
matches the first entity of the next triple.) Since then, there have been a variety of machine learning approaches.
The Path Ranking Algorithm (PRA) (Lao et al., 2011) replaces exhaustive search by random walks. Observed paths are used as features for a per-targetrelation binary classifier. Lao et al. (2012) extend PRA by augmenting KB-schema relations with observed text patterns (also known as OpenIE relations (Banko et al., 2007) ). However, these methods do not generalize well to millions of distinct paths obtained from random exploration of the KB, since each unique path is treated as a singleton, where no commonalities between paths are modeled. In response, pre-trained vector representations have been used in PRA to tackle the feature explosion (Gardner et al., 2013; Gardner et al., 2014) but still rely on a classifier using atomic path features. Neelakantan et al. (2015) propose composing the relations occurring in a path using a recurrent neural network (RNN-path). This enables reasoning about paths unseen at train time and shares statistical strength among similar paths. Its has many shortcomings, however: it ignores all information about entities on the path, it trains separate per-relation models, and it has simplistic methods for pooling evidence across paths. This paper introduces a collection of modeling improvements that address the weaknesses of Neelakantan et al. (2015) and provides extensive experiments exploring the design space. These result in significant performance increases and represent fundamental progress in using neural networks and distributed representations for KB reasoning.
First, note that the RNN-path model (and other existing path-based approaches) consider only the relations in the path, ignoring the entities that it passes through. In Figure 1 , reasoning using only information about relation edges would score both paths equally, although the latter path should receive a lesser score. In response, we incorporate entity information by having the RNN take as both entities and relations in the path. We consider two ways to represent the entity: (a) a separate embedding for every entity in the training set, and (b) as a function of its annotated types in the KB. Empirically, the latter approach works better, primarily because it generalizes to unseen entities at test time.
We also employ multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997) to help reduce the effect of data scarcity. We have millions of examples of entities annotated with their types in the KB. Relation extraction accuracy on infrequent relation types can be improved by sharing parameters between relation extraction and entity type prediction models. Additional parameter sharing is achieved by using a shared mapping from relation paths to vector embeddings for each target relation class, unlike Neelakantan et al. (2015) who employ completely independent models for each of the 46 target classes.
Finally, we note that there are many paths connecting two entities and previous work makes prediction by selecting just a single path. We experiment with multiple pooling strategies that combines evidences of multiple paths and find that replacing max pooling with the log-sum-exp function provides both improved accuracy and faster training, since it yields dense gradients.
Overall, these techniques improve our mean average precision on 46 relation types from 55.3 to 73.26. The data and code for all our experiments are available at https://github.com/ rajarshd/ChainsOfReasoning. Figure 2 : The RNN-path model composes relation types occurring at each step of the path to form a representation of the entire path. In the new architecture we propose, we alter the RNN input to contain both entities and relation types along the path. We also share the parameters of the RNN and relation embeddings across all query relations. The dot product between the final representation of the path and the query relation gives a confidence score, with higher scores suggesting that the query relation exists between the entity pair. For example, Microsoft and USA are related by the query relation countryOfHQ .
Background
The RNN-path model (Neelakantan et al., 2015) reasons on the path connecting an entity pair to infer new relations between them. Reasoning is performed non-atomically about conjunctions of relations in an arbitrary length path by composing them with a RNN. Figure 2 shows an example where the relations in a path between the entities Microsoft and USA are composed via a RNN. The representation of the path is given by the last hidden state of the RNN obtained after processing the entire path.
Let (e1, e2) be an entity pair and S denote the set of all paths between them. To model the probability of (e1, e2) participating in relation r, first, the RNNpath model consumes only the relations in the path π = {e 1 , r 1 , e 2 , r 2 , . . . , r N , e N +1 } ∈ S ,forming an intermediate representation h t after consuming r t at step t = {1, 2, . . . , N }, given by
where v r rel (r) ∈ R d denotes the vector representation of relation r, W r hh and W r rh are the parameters of the RNN and f is the sigmoid non-linear activation function. The vector representation of the path π (v p (π) ∈ R d ) is the last RNN hidden state h N .
The similarity of a path with the query relation is computed by taking the dot product between the vector representation of the path and the query relation.
Score Pooling
An entity pair has several paths connecting them in the knowledge graph. In RNN-path model, the probability that the entity pair (e1, e2) participates in the query relation (r) is given by,
where σ is the sigmoid function. Hence, during training only the parameters associated with the maximum scoring path receive a non-zero gradient update.
Modeling Approach
In this section, we propose several extensions to address the shortcomings of the RNN-path model.
Single Model
A knowledge graph such as Freebase has thousands of relation types and hence per-relation modeling approaches (Gardner et al., 2013; Gardner et al., 2014; Neelakantan et al., 2015) are impractical. Moreover, parameters are not shared across multiple target relation types leading to large number of parameters to be learned from the training data.
To alleviate these problems, the composition matrices of the recurrent neural network and representations of the relations are shared across all target relations enabling lesser number of parameters for the same training data. We refer to this model as Single Model.
The RNN hidden state (in equation (1)) is now given by,
Readers should take note that the parameters here are independent of each target relation r.
Model Training
We train the model along the same lines of RNNpath model, using existing observed facts (triples) in the KB as positive examples and unobserved facts as negative examples. Let R = {γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ n } denote the set of all relation types that we train for. Let ∆ + R , ∆ − R denote the set of positive and negative triples for all the relation types in R. The parameters of the model are trained to minimize the binary cross-entropy loss (L) between the predicted value and the true label.
Here 
Score Pooling
The RNN-path model considers only the maximum scoring path between an entity pair. Not only this is a waste of computation (since we have to compute a forward pass for all the paths anyway), the relations in all other paths do not get any gradients updates during training. Also during initial stages of training, the maximum probable path will be random. To address these, we introduce new methods of pooling scores across paths that takes into account information from multiple paths. Let {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N } be the similarity scores (Equation (2)) for N paths connecting an entity pair (e 1 , e 2 ). The probability for entity pair (e 1 , e 2 ) to participate in relation r (Equation (3)) is now given by, 1. Top-(k): A straightforward extension of the 'max' approach in which we consider the top k scoring paths. Let α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α k be the topk scores.
2. Average: Here, the final score is the average of scores of all the paths.
3. LogSumExp: In this approach the pooling layer is a smooth approximation to the 'max' function -LogSumExp (LSE). Given a vector of scores, s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n , the LSE is calculated as
and hence the probability of the triple is,
Incorporating Entities
The RNN-path model and other multi-hop relation extraction approaches ignore the entities in the path. Figure 1 motivates the need for including entity information in relation extraction. We consider two ways to represent the entity: (a) learning a separate representation for every entity and (b) representing an entity using its annotated entity types. We incorporate entity information in equation (1) as follows
• Single Model + Entity: In this model, we learn a representation for each entity. The intermediate path representation h t is computed as
Here e t denotes the t th entity occurring in the path between an entity pair (e.g. Seattle is the 2 nd entity in Figure 2) , v e ∈ R m represents the entity embedding and W eh are new parameters of the RNN.
• Single Model + Type: In this model, we use the embedding of the entity obtained from its types at each step.
) v t ∈ R m represents the embeddings of entity obtained from its types. The embeddings of the types are learned during training. An entity can have multiple types, for example the entity Barack Obama can have types such as president, author and award winner. In our work, for each entity e, we consider the top l annotated types in Freebase sorted by corpus frequency, and we obtain a representation v t (e), by summing the embeddings of all its types.
Multitask Learning with Entity Type Prediction
Using entity information in the paths enables us to exploit millions of examples of entities annotated with their types in the KB. Entity type information has been successfully used for relation extraction (Roth and Yih, 2007; Singh et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2014; Berant et al., 2011) previously. We perform multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997) to reduce the effect of data scarcity. We add a new training objective for entity type prediction along with the training objective for relation extraction (Equation (5)). Given a training set T of examples of the form (e, t) where entity e has type t, we employ the Bayesian Personalized Ranking of Rendle et al. (2009) which seeks to rank the observed entity & type pair over unobserved ones. In other words we maximize the following objective,
wheret is a randomly sampled type. score type (e, t) is defined as the dot product of the entity and the type representation, score type (e, t) = v e (e) · v t (t)
In our experiments, we share the entity type parameters for this task along with the relation extraction task using Single Model + Type. During training, we shuffle all the available training example and at each step the model performs gradient updates w.r.t one of equations (5) examples, corresponding to every sub-path. This approach is complementary to our modeling techniques, and their combination would be interesting.
Experimental Setup
We apply our models to the dataset released by Neelakantan el al. (2015) which is a subset of Freebase enriched with information from ClueWeb. The dataset comprise of a set of triples (e 1 , r, e 2 ) and also the set of paths connecting the entity pair (e 1 ,e 2 ) in the knowledge graph. The triples extracted from ClueWeb consists of sentences that contained entities linked to Freebase (Orr et al., 2013) . The phrase between the two entities in the sentence forms the relation type. For direct comparison with Neelakantan et al (2015), we also evaluate on their data for the same 46 Freebase relation types. However the paths in the dataset had the entity information missing from them and only contains the relation types occurring in them. For example, consider the
The original dataset had the entities inbetween such as M icrosof t and Seattle missing from it. We augment the dataset with the entities present in the paths. To gather the entities, we do a depth first traversal in the Freebase knowledge graph starting from the first entity of the entity pair and following the relation types until we reach the last entity of the pair. In cases of one-to-many relations we choose the next entity to be traversed at random. For the entities in our dataset, we also collect the entity type information from Freebase Table 1 summarizes some important statistics.
The dimension of the relation type representations is d = 250 and the entity embeddings and entity type embeddings have (m = 50) dimensions. The RNN-path model has sigmoid units as their activation function. However, we found rectifier units (ReLU) to work much better . For each entity, we consider up to a maximum of l = 7 types. As our evaluation metric, we employ the average precision (AP) to score the ranked list of entity pairs (sorted in decreasing order of scores) for each relation. The %MAP score is the mean average precision across all Q query relations (Manning et al., 2008) . We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for optimization with the default hyperparameter settings.
Results

Path Pruning
Before discussing performance improvements resulting from the modeling techniques of Section 3, we describe a simple data processing step that improves performance from 55.30 (Neelakantan et al., 2015) to 68.77.
The maximum path length in the dataset is 16, but for preliminary models we found that high scoring paths had an average length of 4.52. In response, we only consider paths with length below a threshold τ . We experiment with values of τ = {3, 5, 8, 16}. We also pruned loops from each path. The first section of Table 2 reports the performance for various τ (in parentheses). The best is τ = 8. While extremely long paths might be uninformative and bring unnecessary noise during training, only considering short paths might ignore necessary information for predicting a relation.
Effect of Pooling Techniques
Section 2 of Table 2 shows the effect of the various pooling techniques presented in section 3.3. It is encouraging to see that LogSumExp gives the best results. This demonstrates the importance of considering information from all the paths. However, Avg. pooling performs the worst, which shows that it is also important to weigh the paths scores according to their values. Figure 3 plots Table 2 : Performance of a variety of proposed methods. The first section shows the result of restricting the maximum length of paths ( §6.1). The maximum path lengths are in parentheses. All the subsequent results have the maximum path length limited to 8. The second subsection shows the effectiveness of LogSumExp as the score aggregation function ( §6.2). The third section compares performance with existing multi-hop approaches ( §6.3) and the last section shows the performance achieved using joint reasoning with entities and types ( §6.4) has sparse gradients. This is especially relevant during the early stages of training, where the argmax path is essentially a random guess.
Gradient Steps
Comparison with multi-hop models
We next compare the performance of the Single Model with two other multi-hop models -RNN-path and PRA (Lao et al., 2011) . Both of these approaches train an individual model for each query relation. Neelakantan et al. (2015) also experiment with another extension of PRA that adds bigram features (PRA + Bigram). Additionally, we run an experiment replacing the max-pooling of RNN-path with LogSumExp. The results are shown in the third section of Table 2 . It is not surprising to see that the Single Model, which leverages parameter sharing such that each relation effectively has access to more training data, improves performance. It is also encouraging to see that LogSumExp makes the RNNpath baseline stronger.
Effect of Incorporating Entities
Next, we provide quantitative results supporting our claim that modeling the entities along a KB path can improve reasoning performance. The last section of Table 2 lists the performance gain obtained by injecting information about entities. We achieve the best performance when we represent entities as a function of their annotated types in Freebase (Single Model + Types). In comparison, learning separate representations of entities (Single Model + Entities) gives slightly worse performance. This is primarily because we encounter many new entities during test time, for which our model does not have a learned representation. However the relatively limited number of entity types helps us overcome the problem of representing unseen entities. We also extend PRA to include entity type information (PRA + Types), but this did not yield improvements.
Multitask Learning with Entity Type prediction
This section presents experiments designed to test whether our performance on infrequent relation types can be improved via parameter sharing and multi-tasking between relation extraction and entity type prediction tasks. KBs are dynamic, with new relations being continuously added to the schema. Naturally, we have very little supervision for these new relations. Models like RNN-path would fail for such relations, since each relation-specific model needs to be trained on a reasonable amount of data. The Single Model can perform better because of parameter sharing with other relations for which we have significant amount of data.
We create a new dataset by randomly selecting 23 of the 46 relations and removing all but 1% of positive and negative triples for each relation (50 triples each). We compare the performance of two models -(a) Single Model + Type ( § 3.4). (b) Single model which additionally shares its entity type parameters for multitasking with entity type prediction (Single Model + MTL; § 3.5). Table 3 shows the benefits of multitask learning for relation types for which we have very little data. Leveraging the entity type information present in the KB, our model helps alleviate data scarcity of infrequent relation types. We also find that the performance of entity type prediction doesn't suffer at all. This is surprising, since we choose to weigh relation type prediction more than entity type prediction in our multi-task loss.
Zero-Shot Relation Extraction
In this experiment, we test whether our model can generalize to relations which it hasn't been explicitly trained to predict. In other words, the model is trained without triples containing the query re- lation. The embeddings of the unseen target relations are updated during training when they occur in the paths connecting entity pairs. This is in contrast to the zero-shot setting of (Neelakantan et al., 2015) , in which they use pre-trained relation embeddings and do not update them during training. In zero-shot learning, the goal is to learn to recognize new concepts by having a only description of them (Larochelle et al., 2008; Palatucci et al., 2009; Socher et al., 2013b; Romera-Paredes and Torr, 2015) . Table 4 shows the performance of different models in the zero shot setting. By sharing parameters across relations, we can see that our model can predict relations without being explicitly trained to predict them. The performance of the model that additionally uses entity type information is lower in this experiment.
Performance of RNN vs. LSTM
Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) are common sequence models that have been shown to better model long term dependencies than simple RNNs. They can also alleviate the vanishing gradient problem (Bengio et al., 1994) . However, for our task Table 5 : Predictive paths chosen by the baseline and our model for four entity pair and relation triples. The relations are edge labels and the entities occur in between them and at the ends. The freebase relations starts with '/', (/location/contains, for e.g.). Inverse relations are denoted by −1 i.e. r(x, y) =⇒ r −1 (y, x), ∀(x, y) ∈ r. The scores are given in parentheses (higher is better). Sometimes, both models find the same path (second example in /aviation/airport/serves), but we often find that our model correctly scores it higher. . we find that vanilla RNN with ReLU units performs slightly better than LSTMs (73.2 vs. 72.4) (Le et al., 2015) . This can be mainly attributed to the short path lengths in our dataset (max length = 8 & avg. path length = 4.17). Table 5 shows maximum scoring paths for four entity pair and freebase relation triples chosen by the baseline and our model. We often find that the paths chosen by the baseline model have noisier textual relation, (like 'London' 1 ,'and at the') and have entities belonging to very different types than expected by the query relation. For example, 1 The freetext relation is different from the entity 'London' also occurring in the path in table 5, the path chosen by the baseline model for '/aviation/airport/serves' goes to a music education school, and a water body and for '/education/campus/institution', it goes to a country in which the institution is situated followed by a notable person in the country (unrelated to the query relation). We also find that sometimes both models finds the same max scoring path but our model assigns more confidence (higher scores) to them leading to better MAP scores. 2
Predictive Paths
Conclusion
This paper introduces a single high capacity RNN model which allows chains of reasoning across mul-tiple relation types. It also leverages information from the intermediate entities present in the path between an entity pair and mitigates the problem of unseen entities by representing them as a function of their annotated types. We also demonstrate that pooling evidence across multiple paths improves both training speed and accuracy. Finally, we also address the problem of reasoning about infrequently occurring relations and show huge performance gains via multitasking with an auxiliary task of entity type prediction.
